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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the world of Japanese baseball cards
—some of the most interesting and beautiful 
sports cards ever made. This book provides an 
introduction to the different types and history of 
these collectibles. 

Baseball cards from Japan fall into six historic 
eras: Pre-World War II; the Occupation period 
(1945-52); the Tobacco-size menko period 
(1956-64); the Void (1965-72); the Calbee period 
(1973-90); and the Modern period (1991 to the 
present). In this book, I subdivide some of these 
eras into sections. I have tried to discuss and 
depict the most important issues for each era, 
but as this is just an introduction to the hobby, 
many sets are omitted. Future books will focus on 
each era of Japanese baseball and provide more 
depth on the available cards. 

One of the challenges to English speakers is 
identifying players when their names are written 
only in Japanese. To help beginning collectors, in 
the back of this book I have included the English 
and Japanese names of every member of the 
Japan Baseball Hall of Fame inducted before 
2021. Collectors should remember that in Japan 
adult males are usually referred to by their last 
names only so most vintage Japanese cards do 
not display a player’s first name.

Throughout this book, I refer to cards by the 
catalog number assigned by Gary Engel in his 
Japanese Baseball Card Checklist and Price 
Guide. Engel’s guide is a must for any collector of 
Japanese cards. It contains checklists for over 
750 sets with images and descriptions of each.  
Despite Engel’s outstanding effort, hundreds of 
Japanese sets remain uncatalogued. Discovering 
uncatalogued cards is just one of the many 
exciting aspects of the hobby. 

There are many ways to enjoy collecting 
Japanese cards—some try to complete sets; 
some collect just Hall of Famers and stars; some 
build type sets (one card of each issue); while 
others just buy cards they find attractive or 
interesting. I hope this book will be a trusty guide 
as you delve into the fascinating and colorful 
world of Japanese baseball cards.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF JAPANESE BASEBALL

From 1603 until 1853, Japan closed its borders and existed in 
near isolation as a medieval society until American 
Commodore Matthew Perry entered Edo Bay with four modern 
warships, forcing the country to open its borders to trade and 
foreign settlement. Realizing that it lagged behind the Western 
powers, the Japanese government decided to modernize as 
quickly as possible by sending students to study abroad and 
importing Western advisers and teachers. One of these 
teachers was Horace Wilson, a baseball fanatic, from Gorham, 
Maine, who introduced the game of baseball in 1872 to his 
students at Daiichi Daigaku (renamed Kaisei Gakko the 
following year).   

Japanese returning home after studying in the United States 
also helped spread the game in their native land. In 1878 
Hiroshi Hiraoka, an engineer for the national railways who had 
spent six years in the United States, founded the Shinbashi 
Athletic Club—the first all-Japanese baseball team.  The game 
flourished in Japan’s elite private schools and soon kimono-clad 
young men could be seen batting balls throughout Tokyo.   

Baseball, however, did not become truly popular until 1896 
when Ichiko High School surprised the American adult club 
from the Yokohama Country and Athletic Club by winning three 
straight games. By the end of the series, the schoolboys were 
national heroes and the popularity of the game exploded. 
Within a few years, baseball became Japan’s National Pastime—
played at nearly every middle school, high school, and college 
in the country. 

From The New York Sporting Times, February 14, 1891
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Woodblock illustration of Japanese boys playing baseball from the Japanese Ministry of Education’s 1894 Elementary School Reader
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THE FIRST JAPANESE BASEBALL CARDS

The history of Japanese baseball cards follows a 
different path from American baseball cards.  
American cards originated as advertisements. 
One of the earliest cards, for example, was a card 
depicting the Brooklyn Atlantics released in 1868 
by Peck and Snyder Sporting Goods. By the 
1880s, tobacco companies were inserting 
collectible trading cards in each pack. These 
cards were aimed at adult males and depicted a 
variety of subjects including animals, flags, and 
beautiful women. The first baseball cards came in 
1886 when Goodwin Tobacco released a series of 
twelve New York Giants players in packs of their 
Old Judge brand. The idea caught on and soon 
baseball players were a common theme for 
tobacco cards.

1868 Peck and Snyder Brooklyn Atlantics

1886 Old Judge 
Buck Ewing
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In Japan, however, baseball cards were mostly children’s 
toys. One of the most popular boys’ games of the late 19th 
century was menko—a flipping game, similar to how 
American boys played with their baseball cards. Early 
menko were thin, flat disks made from clay, lead, tin, 
wood, and later cardboard. Although less common than 
disks, menko also could be rectangular or even die-cut.   

Although there were many variations to the rules, the 
basic game was played between two or more players.  
The first player would place or toss his menko on a hard, 
flat surface, such as a stone floor or packed ground.  
From several feet away, the next player would toss his 
menko at the first, trying to flip the first menko over. If the 
tosser succeeded, he would keep both cards. If he 
missed, the next player would take a turn.

Boys Playing Menko 
1897 woodblock print by Shuntei Miyagawa
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The game dates back to the eighteenth century, but its popularity exploded in the early 1890s when cardboard menko with 
printed images began to be produced. These early cardboard menko often depicted historical figures, military heroes, and 
generic objects such as trains, flags, and animals on the front with blank backs. At first, the images were monochrome but 
soon menko came in vivid colors prompting children across Japan to collect and flip them. 

Early monochromatic military menko Early die-cut tin menko depicting a samurai
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Early color baseball menko

The date of the first baseball menko is unknown. About a dozen different cardboard menko, probably dating to the 1890s or 
very early 1900s, with baseball images survive. These cards depict crude drawings of generic players, making it difficult to 
date them precisely. Examples of these early cards are hard to obtain and rarely enter the collectible market.

Early monochromatic baseball menko
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At the turn of the century, baseball had become the most 
popular high school and collegiate sport in Japan with thousands 
of fans watching games between rival Waseda and Keio 
Universities.   

In 1905 the Waseda University baseball club traveled to the 
United States to play 26 games against West Coast teams. The 
trip kicked off a series of international baseball exchanges 
between American and Japanese teams. Between 1905 and 1924 
over two dozen amateur, collegiate, and professional American 
teams toured Japan while a dozen Japanese teams traveled to 
the U.S. 

Waseda also brought back updated techniques, strategies, and 
equipment from the U.S. and helped modernize baseball 
throughout Japan. Within a couple of decades, leagues were 
created to crown national champions. In 1915 the Asahi 
newspaper created the National Secondary School Baseball 
Championship, now known as summer Koshien. Nine years later, 
the Mainichi newspaper created a spring tournament known as 
the National Secondary School Baseball Invitational Tournament 
or Spring Koshien.   

1905 Waseda baseball team

THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY  

1900-1924
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From 1900 to the mid-1920s, baseball menko remained rare, 
with generic baseball images dominating the few cards that 
were produced.  But baseball postcards became common. 

In October 1900 the Japanese government gave permission 
for private companies to produce postcards. This action 
initiated a picture postcard craze in Japan. Cards depicted 
nearly every imaginable topic and fell into a variety of 
categories. There were art cards created by artists; current 
events cards with black-and-white photographs depicting the 
latest news; cards for collectors featuring a series of related 
images, such as beautiful geisha or native birds; cards sold at 
historic or vacation sites for tourists to show where they had 
traveled; and commemorative cards released after important 
events. 

Soon college and high school baseball teams began issuing 
black and white, sepia tone, and even color postcards. From 
about 1905 until the mid-1920s, postcards were the most 
prevalent form of Japanese baseball card. These cards were 
often sold as sets in paper envelopes, depicting team 
pictures, star players, and action shots from important games. 
Postcard sets were also produced for the American collegiate 
and professional teams that visited the country during this 
period.

Early 20th-century baseball postcard
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Postcards of the 1908 Reach All 
American Team—the first professional 

squad to visit Japan

Commemorative postcard of a game 
held on April 11, 1909
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John McGraw postcard probably issued during the 
NY Giants / Chicago White Sox 1913 visit to Japan

Ca. 1911 postcard of Keio University pitcher Kazuma 
Sugase—one of the first cards of an identified 

individual player
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In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the popularity of 
university baseball boomed.  In 1925 the top schools in the 
capital formed the Tokyo Big Six Baseball League which 
remained the pinnacle of Japanese baseball until the 
creation of a stable professional league in 1936. The star 
players became national celebrities with their pictures 
plastered across magazine covers. Critics complained that 
the teams were basically pro squads. As college baseball 
became more commercial, baseball cards and memorabilia 
proliferated. Besides baseball postcards, which continued 
to be produced, menko and bromides became common in 
this period. 

Yakyukai magazine featuring Tokyo Big Six players from 
June 10, 1932

THE BEGINNING OF PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL  

1925-1945
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By the end of the 1920s, the first full sets of baseball menko depicting actual players appeared. Menko from this period took 
four forms. The first were the traditional round menko, usually measuring one or two inches in diameter with a color drawing 
of a player on front and a blank back.

Ca. 1930 JRM42 menko 
Saburo Miyatake of Keio University

Ca. 1929-30 menko 
Teruo Nakamura of Meiji University
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ca. 1930 JCM142 menko 
Miura of Rikko University 

The second were rectangular menko. These were usually about 1 1/2 to 1 3/4 inches wide and 2 to 2 1/2 inches tall with a color 
drawing on the front and a two-tone image on the reverse. For some sets, each card back contains information about the 
player depicted on the front. Several issues during this period used black-and-white photographs instead of drawings on the 
fronts.

1930 JCM144 Big Six University menko 
Tominaga of Waseda University 
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ca. 1930 JCM60 B&W photo menko 
Sato of Waseda University

ca. 1930 uncatalogued B&W photo menko 
Yoshida of Hosei University
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1929 Nichieido Seika bookmark menko of Toshiharu Inokawa: 
the first known Japanese set with individually identified players

Some companies elongated their rectangular menko until they became 3 or 4 inches long while maintaining a width of about 
an inch-and-a-half. These are now known as bookmark menko and are highly sought after by collectors.  

1930 JCM73 bookmark menko:       
Kobayashi of Tokyo Imperial University
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1930 JDM16 Big Six die-cut menko of umpire Yutaka Ikeda

The first known die-cut baseball menko also became available during this period. The cards were produced in the shape of a 
ballplayer with a full-body color drawing of the player. The reverse contained monochromatic text identifying the player.
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Bromides, mass-produced collectible photographs printed on photo paper with blank backs, also became popular in the late 
1920s. Common subjects included actors and actresses, sumo wrestlers, and baseball players. Bromides of college stars or 
visiting American players were sold at ballparks and stores specializing in these photos. They vary in size from 1 by 1 1/2 inches 
to postcard-size cards.  Pre-war bromides were usually printed in black and white, or sepia tone, rather than color. They rarely 
have writing on their backs and like most vintage Japanese cards are unnumbered. As bromides were often pasted into 
scrapbooks, slight glue residue or paper remains are commonly found on the cards' backs.

1930 Undogaho postcard-size bromide 
Nobuo Kura of Hosei University

Ca. 1929-30 bromide 
Sumida of Meiji University

1930 Marui bromide 
Kaichi Masu of Meiji University
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Closely related to bromides are furoku bromides.  
“Furoku” is the Japanese word for a supplement or 
extra in a newspaper or magazine.  Sports and 
youth magazines often inserted baseball cards in 
various forms: menko, postcards, games, and 
bromides. Furoku bromides were printed on thin 
glossy paper rather than the typical bromide photo 
paper. During the pre-war period, these were often 
pinups, varying in size from 5 by 7 inches to 9 by 12 
inches.

1933 Yakyukai magazine furoku bromide 
Miura of Waseda University 

This set of ten 7⅝ by 10⅜ inch bromides were included 
in the magazine’s 1934 New Year’s issue
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In 1931 and 1934 the Yomiuri newspaper sponsored two Major League 
tours that would forever change Japanese baseball. The 1931 
American team included Lou Gehrig, Lefty Grove, Mickey Cochrane, 
Lefty O’Doul, and Al Simmons. The 1934 All Americans formed one of 
the strongest teams in the history of baseball. Led by Babe Ruth, the 
roster included Lou Gehrig, Jimmie Foxx, Charlie Gehringer, Earl 
Averill, Lefty Gomez, and Moe Berg. To challenge this formidable 
opponent, Yomiuri owner Matsutaro Shoriki brought together Japan's 
most talented players. Although the team contained eleven future 
Japanese Hall of Famers, they lost all 18 contests by a combined score 
of 189 to 39. Cards of the visiting Americans and the opposing All 
Nippon team were sold at the ballparks and surrounding businesses. 

Although previous Japanese all-star teams disbanded after playing 
against their American opponents, Shoriki decided to keep the All 
Nippon together as professionals—renaming them the Yomiuri Giants.  
Following in the Giants' footsteps, other Japanese professional teams 
were formed and a series of professional tournaments were played in 
1936. In 1937, eight teams joined the Nippon Professional Baseball 
League and played the first full season of Japanese pro ball. The 
widely popular league continued until play was suspended in 1944 
due to Allied air raids. 

Unfortunately for collectors there are only a handful of pre-war cards 
of professional Japanese players. Shortly after the creation of the 
league, Japan invaded China, initiating a series of events that would 
lead to World War II. Shortages of materials during the wars curtailed 
baseball card production. Thus, there are no known contemporary 
baseball cards of Japan’s famous pitcher Eiji Sawamura, who played 
from 1936 until his death in 1944.

1934 U.S. Tour Bromide 
Connie Mack
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1931 Yuasa Bromide 
Mickey Cochrane

1934 JBR72 Bromide 
Babe Ruth
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CARDS OF THE OCCUPATION  
1946-1952

By the end of World War II, Japan lay in ruins. The American 
Occupying Forces purposely used baseball to help build morale 
and reconcile the United States and Japan. Only two months 
after the end of hostilities, they sponsored a series of 
professional all-star games, and they helped reestablish the 
professional, university, and high school leagues in 1946. In 1949 
Lefty O’Doul brought his San Francisco Seals to Japan for a 
series of goodwill games. This tour started a tradition of MLB 
teams coming to Japan nearly every other year. The Japanese 
professional league continued under a one-league format until 
1950 when they added seven teams and expanded to two 
leagues—the Central and Pacific, with the winners meeting in the 
Japan Series. The Allied occupation of Japan officially ended on 
April 28, 1952. 

Despite Japan’s economic turmoil, the Occupation period 
became the heyday of vintage Japanese baseball cards. The era 
contains the greatest variety of cards as well as some of the 
most attractive sets produced on either side of the Pacific.  
Menko and bromides still dominated the card industry, but 
candy and game issues also became widespread. 

Cards were often sold at small candy shops, known as 
dagashiya. Some came in paper wrappers, but most were 
probably sold in sheets that children cut into individual cards 
with scissors. Round menko are often found in stacks tied with 
string, suggesting that they were either sold this way or 
delivered to the store in bundles and then sold by the card.

A dagashiya selling toys, candy and menko
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1948 JCM48 menko uncut sheet

Non-sport round menko bundle
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Typical backs of rectangular menko from 1948-1952

As before the war, menko came in a 
variety of different forms: rectangular, 
round, and die-cut. Sets tended to 
consist of one or two dozen cards, but 
several sets contained over eighty.  

Hundreds of different menko sets were 
produced during the occupation. 
Some of these may be the most 
attractive sports cards ever produced 
with many cards reminiscent 
of traditional woodblock prints. The 
manufacturers of most of these sets 
are unknown and it is possible that 
many were produced by small printing 
shops and just released regionally. 
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Round menko from the Occupation period 

Top L to R: uncatalogued menko; 1949 JRM 2 Starburst Torao Ooka; 1948 JRM1d Kaoru Betto 
Bottom L to R: 1949 Maurten Shigeru Chiba; 1950 JRM48 Shinji Hamazaki; 1948 JRM19 Fumio Fujimura
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Rectangular menko from the Occupation period 

L to R: 1949 Kagome Michio Nishizawa; 1950 Kagome Victor Starffin; 1948 JCM2 Takeshi Doigaki; 
1948 JCM92 Kazuto Yamamoto; 1950 JRM125 Ted Williams; 1948 JCM99 Hideo Shimizu
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Die-cut menko from the Occupation period 

L to R: 1949 Hoshi Gangu Tetsuharu Kawakami; 1948 JDM5 Takeshi Doigaki; 1949 JDM3 airplane menko Kaoru Betto;  
1947 JDM1 Tetsuharu Kawakami front and reverse
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Mask menko are particularly beautiful and highly desired by collectors. These cards are about the size of a child’s head—5 
by 7 inches. You could punch out the eyes, attach a string and wear it as a mask to pretend to be your favorite ballplayer. 

Front and reverse of the 1949 JDM2 Tetsuharu Kawakami mask menko
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1949 JDM2 mask menko 

L to R: Kaoru Betto, Jiro Noguchi, Michio Nishizawa
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During the occupation, thousands 
of baseball bromides were 
produced. Cards from over one 
hundred sets have been 
identified. Black-and-white, sepia 
and color bromides were all 
common. They varied in size from 
less than an inch wide and an inch 
long to 8 1/2 by 11-inch pin-ups. 
Some bromides were sold in 
packs, some as individual cards, 
and others in sheets. Bromide 
packs were usually envelopes 
made of discarded newspaper 
and contained a single card. 
These envelopes would be 
attached together with a string 
into a bundle known as a taba. 
Bromide sets were often large, 
containing dozens of cards.  The 
largest set, the 1948-49 JBR75, has 
over 200 cards.

Top: 1952 Yamakatsu bromide of 
Michio Nishizawa with envelope 

Bottom: 1948 JBR10 bromide taba
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Top: 1948-49 JBR75 Tokuji Iida; ca. 1949 uncatalogued bromide Takehiko Bessho 

Bottom: 1951 Marutoku Wally Yonamine; 1948-49 uncatalogued color bromide Hiroshi Oshita; 1948-49 uncatalogued bromide Kaoru Betto;  
1952 Yamakatsu Bookmark Wally Yonamine
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MLB teams came to Japan nearly every year from 1951 until 1960. The visiting players were popular bromide subjects. 

From L to R: 1951 JBR128 Joe DiMaggio; 1953 bromide Yogi Berra; 1951 bromide Bobby Shantz
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Gum and especially caramel cards became popular during the Occupation period. These cards were usually small and printed 
on thin paper so that they could be inserted into the candy package. Because the cards are fragile, they are uncommon and 
rarely found in high-grade condition. Sets tended to be small, just one or two dozen cards per issue. During this period, the 
main manufacturers were Asayma Fusen Gum, Kobai Caramel (which usually only produced Yomiuri Giants players), Cisco 
Caramel, and Glico Caramel. 

Top L to R: 1952 Glico Caramel Toshio Shiraishi; 1952 Cisco Caramel Masahiro Morishita; 1952 Meiji Caramel Hajime Shirakawa; 1952 Lotte Gum Keizo Tsutsui 
Bottom L to R: 1949 Asayama Fusen Gum Kazuto Yamamoto; 1953 JF16 Kobai Caramel Saburo Hirai; 1953 JF17 Kobai Caramel Mitsuo Uno 
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In the late 1940s through 
mid-1950s, baseball simulation 
games with the players’ images 
on the cards became popular.  
Game cards usually came as 
boxed sets that included the 
rules and playing field but 
sometimes came as uncut sheets 
inserted into magazines.   

Although some of these game 
sets focused just on all-stars or 
several teams, others included all 
of the teams’ regular lineups.  As 
a result, these games often 
included non-star players, who 
were usually omitted from the 
smaller menko sets. 

Top: 1949 Yakyu Timu Awase 
unopened boxed set; 1948 Alps 
Shonen Haruyasu Nakajima 

Bottom: 1949 Maru H uncut panel  
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The magazine Yakyu Shonen inserted a game set in each of its New Years’ editions from 1948/49 until 1960. From the inaugural 
set until 1952/53, the game included players from each team, but afterwards they just released all-star teams. 

Top: 1948/49 JGA2 Yakyu Shonen; 1959/50 JGA3 Yakyu Shonen 
Bottom: 1950/51 JGA4 Yakyu Shonen; 1951/52 JGA12 Yakyu Shonen 
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Another popular Japanese card 
game known as karuta involves 
matching a “reading card” 
containing a written clue to a 
picture card. Karuta sets usually 
came in boxes and were 
traditionally given and played at 
New Year. Since they were made 
to be gifts, karuta cards were often 
made on higher quality cardboard 
than menko or bromides and are 
among the most attractive 
Japanese baseball cards. 

The image card and reading card of Noboru 
Aota from the 1948 Dreaming of Baseball karuta 

set. The back of each card is blank
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Clockwise: Hiroshi Oshita from the 
1948 JK3 karuta set; Giichiro Shiraki 
from the JK2 karuta set; Babe Ruth 
from the 1949 Tohoku karuta set; 

Michio Nishizawa & Makoto Kozuru 
from the 1949 JK2 karuta set
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THE ERA OF THE “TOBACCO-SIZE MENKO” 
1956-1964

At the end of the occupation, the plethora of 
Japanese baseball cards ended. For an unknown 
reason, the popularity of baseball menko diminished, 
resulting in few issues from 1953 to 1955. Bromide 
production continued, although the number of sets 
also declined. This era did include bromide sets 
honoring the 1953 all-star, 1953 Giants, and 1955 
Yankees Major League tours of Japan. Among the 
depicted Major Leaguers are Mickey Mantle, Yogi 
Berra, and Eddie Mathews.  From 1953 to 1955, the 
most common cards are game sets issued by Yakyu 
Shonen and Omoshiro magazines. 

In 1956 a new type of menko emerged.  Often called 
“tobacco-sized menko” by American collectors, these 
cards are rectangular menko measuring 1 13/16 by 3 
inches with player photos on the front. This style 
dominated the Japanese card industry from 1957 to 
1964 when menko production abruptly stopped. The 
earliest tobacco menko set, issued in 1956 by 
Yamakatsu, used black-and-white photographs but 
soon colorized photos predominated. 1956 Yamakatsu “tobacco-sized” 

menko of Wally Yonamine
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Like earlier menko, the cards’ backs contained various games, such as rock/paper/scissors, number or trivia games. In 
some sets (like the card on the right), the backs included the phrase, “Who am I?” and gave biographical information as clues 
to identify the player on the front.
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These cards were usually packaged in envelopes made of newspaper (one card per pack) and they would be strung together 
into a taba by running a string through a hole punched through the top of the envelope. Purchasers would pull a pack off the 
taba. About a half dozen cards in each taba would be stamped with the number 1, 2, or 3 on the back.  These are known as 
prize cards. The holder of a prize card could choose an item off a poster-sized display sheet. Third prize was usually a pair of 
cards, second prize a four-card panel, and first prize an uncut sheet of 16 or 20 cards. These prizes were often cut into 
individual cards by children so hand-cut cards with uneven boarders are common.

Left: A 1962 Doyusha taba; Right: A “3rd Prize card” from the 1962 Doyusha set
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Left: 1959 Marusho display sheet; Middle: 1958 Doyusha First Prize uncut sheet;  
Right: 1963 Murakami Second Prize four-card panel
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Research is ongoing, but so far ten major menko 
manufacturers have been identified: Doyusha, 
Yamakatsu, Marukami, Marumatsu, Marusan, 
Maruten, Marusho, Maruta, Maruo, and Maruya 
(“maru” means round or circle in Japanese—the 
original shape of menko). To date, over 85 “tobacco-
sized menko” sets are catalogued and at least a 
dozen more sets are known to exist. Many of these 
sets contain approximately 40 cards, but some, 
such as the 70-plus card 1957 Yamakatsu set, are 
much larger.  Since most sets contain a small 
number of cards, stars are emphasized, and many 
bench players have no cards. In the mid-to-late 
1960s, several American servicemen imported a 
number of these sets in quantity.  These cards can 
still be found at major card shows—often in the 
oddball boxes.

“Tobacco-size menko” 

Top: 1958 Doyusha Mutsuo Minagawa;  
1957 Yamakatsu Yasumitsu Toyoda 

Bottom: 1959 Hoshi Gangu Motoshi Fujita;  
1959 Marusan Shigeru Sugishita 
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In the late 1950s, two stars emerged who would transform Japanese ball. The first was Shigeo Nagashima, known as Mr. 
Giants and considered Japan’s most popular and greatest player. The second was his teammate Sadaharu Oh, who would 
become the world's home run leader. Because there were many manufacturers at the time and each produced multiple sets, 
there are over 100 different Nagashima rookie cards and over 60 different Oh rookie cards. The most desirable Oh rookies 
depict both Oh and Nagashima, who became known as the ON Cannon.

1958 Marumatsu 
Shigeo Nagashima 

Rookie Card

1959 Doyusha 
Sadaharu Oh 
Rookie Card

1959 Marusan 
Oh & Nagashima 
Oh Rookie Card

1959 Yamakatsu 
Oh & Nagashima 
Oh Rookie Card
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Tobacco-sized menko also include a number of foreigners (called gaijin) who played in Japan. Among these are three rare 
cards: 1962 Chunichi Dragons teammates Don Newcombe and Larry Doby, and an error card of Cuban-born Chico Barbon that 
actually depicts Jackie Robinson.

1958 Doyusha 
Chico Barbon 

(actually Jackie Robinson)

1962 Maruya 
Larry Doby 

1962 Doyusha 
Jack Bloomfield 

1962 Maruya 
Don Newcombe 
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Between 1958 and 1962 the Doyusha company produced a large variety and large quantity of baseball cards, including menko, 
bromides, game sets, and playing cards. A significant amount of warehouse stock has survived, including unopened taba, 
display sheets, and cases of boxed sets. As a result, Doyusha cards are readily available in high-grade condition and provide a 
great opportunity for beginning collectors to purchase stars and sets at a good price. 

Top L to R: 1959 Doyusha Game box; 1961 Doyusha mini playing cards; 1960 Doyusha 4-in-1 bromide sheet 
Bottom L to R: 1959 Doyusha Game card; 1960 Doyusha 4-in-1 color bromide sheet; 1960 Doyusha 4-in-1 bromide card 
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Candy and gum cards continued to be 
popular during this period. Unlike the 
thin paper caramel cards of the 
Occupation period, late 1950s and early 
1960s candy cards come in a variety of 
sizes and thicknesses. 

In 1958 Fujiya Caramel produced a 
massive 120+ set of small (1 9/16 by 2 
inch) black-and-white cards printed on 
paper as well as several sets of large 5 
by 7 1/2 inch premium cards. But other 
companies began to produce cards on 
thick cardboard. The most famous of 
these are the two 1960 Jintan Gum sets 
which include a manager and nine 
players for each of the Japanese teams. 
Like their occupation era counterparts, 
candy cards from this period are hard to 
find and often pricey.  

Left: 1958 JF23 Fujiya Caramel regular issue Tatsuro Hirooka 

Right: 1958 JF24c Fujiya Caramel large premium Kazuhiro Yamauchi
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Candy and gum cards of the late 1950s and early 1960s. 
L to R: 1960 JF8 Jintan Gum Katsuya Nomura; 1960 Ace Gum Minoru Murayama; 1958 Hinomaru Caramel Tachibana Seika unidentified player; 

1960 LiLi Gum Noboru Inoue; 1960 Maruto Gum Katsumi Shiraishi; 1960 Jack Confectionary Tadashi Sugiura
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In 1964 Fujiya Gum and Morinaga Gum both issued postcard-size sets that later were imported into the U.S. by 
American serviceman Mel Bailey.   

Left: 1964 Morinaga Standup Shigeo Nagashima; Right: 1964 Fujiya Gum Kazuhisa Inao
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Oddball issues from the late 1950s and early 1960s 

L to R: 1962 Showa Memory Phonograph Record Bromide of Sadaharu Oh; 1962 JBR65 large premium of Oh & Nagashima; ca. 1958 baseball 
stamps; ca. 1958 Koban (metal menko) of Wally Yonamine; 1960 Toshiba Matsuda Lamp issue of Masaichi Kaneda
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THE VOID 
1965-1972

In 1965 the Yomiuri Giants, under the direction of former 
batting star Tetsuharu Kawakami, won the first of nine 
straight Japan Series championships. The Giants were 
led by Sadaharu Oh and Shigeo Nagashima. Batting in 
the third and fourth spots, the duo combined for eight 
MVP Awards, six batting titles, nine home run crowns, 
and nine RBI titles during this nine-year run.   

Although this streak is one of the most famous 
accomplishments in Japanese baseball history, few 
baseball cards were issued during this period. The only 
major set produced was the valuable Kabaya-Leaf set 
issued in 1967. This set of 106 cards included only 
players from the Giants, Dragons, Tigers, Flyers, Hawks, 
and Lions. These cards were imported to the United 
States by Mel Bailey and sold through baseball card 
newsletters. As a result, although the set is rare, it is 
more common in the States than in Japan. Because the 
importer was not able to purchase equal amounts of 
each card in the set, there are five scarce and four 
extremely rare cards. The set includes two styles of card 
fronts: one has a circular picture similar to the 1959 
Topps set, while the other contains a square picture.  

Other sets dating to this period were magazine inserts, 
regional team issues, and playing cards. Examples of 
most of these smaller sets are rare.

The family of Mel Bailey sorting Kabaya-Leaf cards ca. 1967 
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1967 Kabaya-Leaf 
Top L to R: Sadaharu Oh; Shigeo Nagashima; Masaichi Kaneda; Isao Harimoto 

Bottom L to R: Masanori Murakami; Minoru Murayama; Gene Bacque; Kazuhisa Inao
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In 1967 Mel Bailey noticed that some candies sold in the 
Tokyo-area grocery stores contained baseball cards. Bailey 
contacted the Kabaya-Leaf company and purchased 30,000 
cards directly from the company. As Bailey and his family 
collated the cards into sets, he realized that he had different 
quantities of each card. Although he had nearly 300 copies 
most cards, the company had only sent 100 copies of five 
cards (#s 1, 4, 6, 14, and 18), 200 copies of #7, and no copies 
of numbers 2, 3, 8, and 17. These ten cards, all Yomiuri Giants 
players, became the valuable short-prints that continue to 
fetch high prices on the collectibles market (Bailey was able 
to find a handful of the missing cards in the candy packages 
that he continued to buy at local stores). 

Bailey also noted that Kabaya-Leaf had used an unusual non-
consecutive numbering system:  cards 1 to 20 were Yomiuri 
Giants; 51 to 71 Chunichi Dragons; 101 to 119 Hanshin Tigers; 
301 to 319 Nankai Hawks; 351 to 367 Nishitetsu Lions; and 401 
to 410 Toei Flyers. Furthermore, Bailey had no card numbered 
65.  For 52 years, collectors assumed that it had never been 
issued. 

In the spring of 2019, a group of Kabaya-Leaf cards went up 
for auction in Japan that included examples of the Yomiuri 
Giants short-prints. Many of the cards were worn, suggesting 
that they were not part of Bailey’s factory purchase but had 
been originally been acquired in the candy packs. Buried 
among a group of off-condition Chunichi Dragon players was 
an example of card number 65, Hiroshi Gondo. Gondo had 
been an ace pitcher, winning 35 games as well as the Rookie 
of the Year Award and Sawamura Award in 1960, and 30 
games in 1961 before an arm injury ended his pitching career 
in 1964. 

1967 Kabaya-Leaf #65 Hiroshi Gondo 

A KABAYA-LEAF MYSTERY

He remained on the Dragon’s roster as a utility infielder until 
1968.  

As only one example of the Gondo card exists, how do we 
classify it? Was it part of the original Kabaya-Leaf set that 
became a rare short-print when the company failed to send 
Bailey any examples?  Or was the card withdrawn from the 
set by the company with at least one example reaching the 
public (much like the famed T-206 Honus Wagner card)? Or 
is it a test issue, released in limited quantity but not 
included in the subsequent set? There’s a good chance, we 
will never know.
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1965-72 oddball issues of Sadaharu Oh 
Top L to R: 1968 Jintan Gum; Meiji Milk Playing card; 1968 Shonen Book 
Bottom L to R: 1971 Kabaya 3-D; 1965 Elementary School 4th Year Insert
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CALBEE REIGNS SUPREME 
1973-1990

In 1974 the Tokyo Yomiuri Giants’ domination came to 
an end. Prior to 1974, the Giants had won 19 of the 24 
Central League pennants. Since 1974 the league has 
become more competitive, and the Giants have 
captured 18 pennants in 46 years—still not bad! The 
highlight of the 1970s was Sadaharu Oh hitting his 756th 
home run in September 1977. He retired in 1980. New 
stars emerged in the 1970s and 1980s. The Hiroshima 
Carp’s Sachio Kinugasa broke Lou Gehrig’s record for 
consecutive games played, while teammate Koji 
Yamamoto led the team to five championships. Yutaka 
Fukumoto of the Hankyu Braves broke Lou Brock’s 
world record for most stolen bases. Japan’s greatest 
player of the 1980s, Hiromitsu Ochiai, picked up three 
triple crowns but also managed to alienate most of the 
baseball world through his outspoken predictions. 
During the 1970s and 1980s most teams began to 
import American stars as power hitters. No American 
had led the league in home runs before 1974, but since 
then players from the Americas have racked up 47 
home run crowns. 

Baseball cards proliferated during this period.  
Numerous companies produced sets ranging from 8 to 
1,436 cards. Menko were still produced in small 
quantities. Many menko from the 1970s were produced 
on heavy stock and are thus known as “thick menko.”  
None, however, dominated the market like Calbee 
Potato Chip cards.

1977 Calbee Sadaharu Oh 756 HR Series #53 
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In 1973 Calbee produced its first baseball card set of 
91 cards. A single card was included in each package 
of Calbee snack food—Calbee collectors needed to 
eat (or throw out) a lot of potato chips! Since then, 
Calbee has produced at least one baseball set each 
year. The number of cards in each set varies greatly 
from the mammoth 1,436-card 1975/76 set to the small 
1993 set of 144 cards. Calbee cards come in four sizes. 
From 1973 to 1980 the cards were slightly smaller than 
standard American cards. During the 1980 series, they 
reduced the card size to roughly the same as the 1950 
Bowman cards. This size was kept until 1990, when the 
company once again changed the size in mid-series, 
this time to the size of telephone cards. In 1998 the 
cards were increased to the size of modern American 
cards and Calbee began to sell sets directly to 
retailers.   

Until recently, Calbee cards were the most widely 
collected cards in Japan. Putting together the 
pre-1989 sets is extremely difficult. Not only were the 
cards only available with the chips, but they were 
issued in series. Much like Topps high numbers, some 
series were produced in short quantity. Calbee also 
produced insert cards and redemption cards during 
some years. These cards are highly sought after. Only 
a handful of collectors have put together all the 
Calbee sets. 

Right: Calbee chip pack from the 1970s 

Left: The first Calbee—1973 #1 Shigeo Nagashima 
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Calbee size over time 
L to R: 1975-76 Clyde Wright; back of a 1975-76; 1984 Reggie Smith; 1992 Hiromitsu Ochiai; 1999 Ichiro
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American players on Calbee cards 
Top: 1974 Frank Howard; 1977 Hank Aaron & Sadaharu Oh; Bottom: 1987 Randy Bass; 1989 Cecil Fielder; 1987 Warren Cromartie
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Two other food companies released important food sets in the 1970s. In 1975 and 1976 Nippon Ham Sausage issued their first 
set of baseball cards. Each packet of sausage included a card. The cards are not individually numbered making them difficult 
to checklist, but so far about 400 different cards are known. Nippon Ham issued a second set, containing at least 300 cards, 
in 1977 through 1979, and a third set honoring Sadaharu Oh in 1978. 

L to R: Nippon Ham wrapper; 1975-76 Koji Yamamoto; 1977-79 Isao Harimoto; 1978 Sadaharu Oh; 1978 wrapper
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In 1978 Morinaga Confectionery randomly inserted baseball 
cards in packages of their Pino Frozen Dessert Choco Balls as 
a lucky prize—most boxes contained no card. As a result, 
these cards are rare. The set contains 18 regular-issue cards.  
Morinaga also inserted prize cards that the recipient could 
redeem for a postcard-size 3-D premium. There are eight 
known premium cards which are both beautiful and very rare. 

Above: 1978 Pino of Yutaka Fukumoto 
Left: 1978 Pino 3-D premium of Sadaharu Oh
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Between 1976 and 1981 Yamakatsu 
issued at least eleven sets. Unlike many 
other 1970s issues, Yamakatsu cards 
were sold solely as collectibles and did 
not accompany another product. The 
cards generally have “pure” fronts 
containing only a color picture and 
printed backs relating facts about the 
pictured player. The cards are very high 
quality, printed on thick stock with 
crystal clear glossy pictures. Yamakatsu 
began with large (6 3/4 by 9 13/16 inch) 
cards in their basic sets with even 
larger (up to 12 by 18 inch) premium 
cards. Over the years, the cards 
became gradually smaller. A postcard-
size set was issued in 1977, followed by 
a gorgeous 1978 set that contained 
cards roughly the same size as modern 
American cards. Sets from 1979 and 
1980 shrank to the size of 1950 
Bowman cards. Yamakatsu sets are 
packed with stars, and as they tend to 
be cheaper than Calbee cards, are 
popular with collectors. 

7 by 10 inch 1977 Yamakatsu wrapper and Sadaharu Oh 
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Yamakatsu cards 
L to R: 1976 7 by 10 inch Sadaharu Oh; 1978 Postcard-size taba showing card of Masayuki Kakefu;  

1977 Badge card of Kohei Shimamoto, a metal baseball badge came attached to the card through the hole at the top
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Yamakatsu cards 
L to R: 1978 front of Akio Saitoh & back of Choji Murata; 1981 Young Giants Tatsunori Hara; 1979 front of Leron Lee & back of Koji Ota



641976 7 by 10 inch Yamakatsu of Tsutomu Wakamatsu 
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From 1975 to 1983 NST issued several 
large sets aimed at collectors. These 
high-quality color cards, often called 
stamps, were printed on thin glossy 
paper. Collectors glued or taped them 
into an accompanying album. The cards 
do not list the depicted players’ names 
or teams. This information is found in 
captions below the card’s place in the 
album. These issues were sold in colorful 
packs usually containing eight stamps 
and an insert card. The insert cards were 
printed on cardboard stock but were 
otherwise identical to the regular issues. 
NST’s first set of 288, honoring Shigeo 
Nagashima, came out in 1975. Although 
the set contains many Nagashima cards, 
it also contains other stars and many 
Giants players. The second set of 324, 
issued in 1977, contained more stars from 
around the league and featured a 
Sadaharu Oh subset that included a card 
with both Oh and Hank Aaron. NST’s sets 
from 1978 and 1983 focused exclusively 
on the Yomiuri Giants. 

Top: 1975 NST “Mr. Giants” album  

Bottom: Page from the 1977 NST album 
showing Oh/Aaron card
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Left: 1978 NST pack 

Above: 1975 NST #194 Oh & Nagashima; back of 1977 regular issue; back of 1978 
insert card
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During the 1970s and 1980s several 
American manufacturers issued cards 
depicting Japanese players. Beginning in 
1974, Ed Broder produced six unlicensed 
sets: one honoring the Mets’ 1974 tour of 
Japan; a 1974 Hiroshima Carp team set; a 
1976 Yomiuri Giants team set; and three 
sets focusing on Japanese stars and 
Americans playing in Japan in 1975 and 
1976. 

In 1979 TCMA issued a 90-card set 
entitled “Japanese Pro Baseball.” The set 
includes Japanese stars and most of the 
Americans playing in Japan during that 
season. TCMA also produced a test set in 
1980 of black-and-white cards that was 
not distributed.  Although the 1982 
Superstars set included a Sadaharu Oh 
card, no more sets focusing on Japanese 
baseball were issued in the United States 
until the 42-card 1987 Play Ball Japan set. 
This attractive set includes most of the 
stars playing in the 1980s.  

Top: 1979 TCMA Sachio Kinugasa; 1987 Play 
Ball Japan Randy Bass 

Bottom: Broder Mets Tour of Japan Kazuyoshi 
Yamamoto & Joe Torre
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Examples of some of the numerous oddball sets issued during the mid-1970s through 1980s 

L to R: ca. 1975 stickers; 1976 Pepsi menko Wally Yonamine; late 1980s bubble gum wrapper Hiromitsu Ochiai; 1988 IFT thick menko Greg Wells; 
1989 Mermaid Data Card Tatsunori Hara
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TAKARA GAME CARDS  
1978-1998

In 1978 Takara introduced a baseball 
strategy game with an individual card 
for each player. Card fronts included 
the player’s picture and statistics while 
the backs contained potential 
outcomes of at-bats based on the 
player’s actual statistics. Participants 
rolled dice and checked the back of a 
card for the results of each at-bat. 
Takara cards were sold in boxed team 
sets containing 30 cards, the game 
rules, and paper playing board.  

Although from 1978 to 1980 the sets 
only included Central League teams, 
Takara produced 30 players for all the 
Japanese teams between 1981 and 1998. 
In 1984 Takara also issued a simpler 
version of the cards on thick stock, 
called Takara Kids.  

Takara sets include many players’ true 
rookie cards and the only cards of many 
gaijin players. Many collectors, 
however, do not count Takara cards as 
rookies. For example, the 1991 BBM and 
1991 Calbee cards are considered by 
most to be Hideo Nomo’s rookie cards 
even though he has a 1990 Takara card.

Takara game field with a typical card back;  
Below L to R: 1984 Takara Kids Masayuki Kakefu; 1990 Hideo Nomo RC
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MODERN JAPANESE CARDS 
1991 TO THE PRESENT

In 1991 Baseball Card Magazine, known as 
BBM, produced their first set, 
transforming the Japanese baseball card 
industry and bringing an end to the 
vintage card era. Modeled after modern 
American cards, the 399-card set 
included most of the active players as well 
as cards of league leaders and a special 
subset of all-time great players. Like 
American cards, BBM cards came in packs 
of ten and in factory sets. BBM also 
designated a number of factory sets for 
the American market. This first set 
includes the Hideo Nomo and Kazuhiro 
Sasaki rookie cards. BBM also issued 
boxed All-Star and Japan Series sets.  

In 1992 and 1993 BBM continued to 
produce both foil packs and factory sets, 
but in 1994 they stopped making factory 
sets and also began short printing cards in 
the basic set. That year BBM also issued 
their first stand-alone team set—a boxed 
set of Hanshin Tigers players. In 
subsequent years, they would add boxed 
sets of other teams before starting to 
issue team sets in foil packs in 1999. By 
the mid-2000s BBM was selling sets of 
each of Japan’s twelve teams in foil packs. 

Above: 1991 BBM Factory Set 

Left: 1991 BBM Hideo Nomo RC 
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In 1996 BBM began producing a 
premium set called Diamond Heroes. 
These cards were printed on thick 
stock with a flashy design. Diamond 
Heroes sets contained roughly half 
the cards of the regular BBM sets 
and sold for roughly twice the price. 
In 2002, the company changed the 
name of their premium set to “Touch 
the Game,” and eventually to 
“Genesis” in 2012. 

Although BBM sets often included 
tribute cards to retired Japanese 
greats, in 2000 they issued Century’s 
Best Nine—a set focusing entirely on 
historical players. Since then, the 
company annually produces at least 
one “Nostalgic” set that features 
players from the past. For Japan Hall 
of Fame player collectors, these sets 
offer the only means to obtain a card 
of some of the pre-World War II Hall 
of Famers.

Above: 1996 Diamond Hero Ichiro Suzuki 

Left above: 2005 BBM Nostalgic Baseball 
Eiji Sawamura 

Left below: 2000 Century’s Best Nine 
Shigeo Nagashima 
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BBM expanded production in the mid-2000s and is now producing dozens of sets each year. These current issues are similar 
to contemporary American card sets, full of inserts including parallel sets, game-used memorabilia cards, and autograph 
cards. 

L to R: 2006 BBM Rookie Edition Yu Darvish; 2019 BBM Japonism insert Sosuke Genda;  
2014 BBM autograph insert Shohei Otani; 2019 BBM Franchise Builder insert Shogo Akiyama; 2006 Genesis Seiya Suzuki
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Following BBM’s example, other 
companies have produced “modern” 
baseball card sets. In 1993 and 1994, 
Tomy issued sets available in foil 
packs. Neither set, however, was 
popular with collectors and the 
company stopped producing cards.  
Upper Deck broke into the Japanese 
baseball card market in 2000 with 
two sets modeled after their 
American issues.	Victory, their lower-
end set, contained 60 cards issued in 
vending machines while their 90-card 
high end set Ovation was issued in 
foil packs. Even though Ovation was 
popular, Upper Deck stopped making 
Japanese cards after 2001. In 2000 
Epoch also produced their first issue
—a set of 204 player stickers 
designed to be placed in a pre-
printed album. Although the set was 
not popular, Epoch gradually 
emerged into one of the top 
producers of Japanese baseball cards 
and currently releases several sets 
per year packed with insert cards. 

Above: 1994 Tomy Hideki Matsui; 2000 Upper Deck Ovation Kazuo Matsui  
Below: 2016 Epoch Masanori Murakami autographed insert; 2018 Epoch Authentic Uniform insert Yuki Yanagita
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Along with these large “modern” sets, numerous game card sets, and oddball sets have been released since 1991. Popular 
oddball sets include the Hideki Matsui Home Run Cards, where one card was issued after each of Matsui’s home runs, and 
1993 and 1994 Kanebo Gold Cards—these gorgeous gum cards, printed on heavy stock, contain raised vivid pictures, and 
gold foil decoration. 

BBM and other modern cards are widely collected in both Japan and the United States. Japanese-made rookie cards of 
players coming to the Major Leagues from Nippon Professional Baseball are particularly popular. The sports card industry in 
Japan is now a large business with dozens of card shops, websites, a Tokyo-based branch of PSA grading, and from 1996 until 
2017 a monthly magazine called Sportscard Magazine. There are many resources on the internet to learn more about modern 
Japanese cards, but the best starting point is Dave McNeely’s blog japanesebaseballcards.blogspot.com.

Above: 1993 Hideki Matsui Home Run Card 

Right: 1993 Kanebo Takahiro Ikeyama 

http://japanesebaseballcards.blogspot.com
http://japanesebaseballcards.blogspot.com
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JAPANESE PRO BASEBALL CAREER BATTING LEADERS

Career Hit Leaders 

1.  Isao Harimoto 3,085  
2.  Katsuya Nomura 2,901  
3.  Sadaharu Oh 2,786  
4.  Hiromitsu Kadota 2,566  
5t. Yutaka Fukumoto 2,543  
5t. Sachio Kinugasa 2,543  
7.  Tomoaki Kanemoto 2,539  
8.  Kazuyoshi Tatsunami 2,480  
9.  Shigeo Nagashima 2,471  
10. Masahiro Doi 2,452

Career RBI Leaders 

1. Sadaharu Oh 2,170  
2. Katsuya Nomura 1,988  
3. Hiromitsu Kadota 1,678  
4. Isao Harimoto 1,676  
5. Hiromitsu Ochiai 1,564  
6. Kazuhiro Kiyohara 1,530  
7. Shigeo Nagashima 1,522  
8. Tomoaki Kanemoto 1,521  
9. Katsuo Osugi 1,507  
10. Koji Yamamoto 1,475

Career HR Leaders 

1. Sadaharu Oh 868  
2. Katsuya Nomura 657  
3. Hiromitsu Kadota 567  
4. Koji Yamamot, 536 
5.  Kazuhiro Kiyohara 525  
6. Hiromitsu Ochiai 510  
7t. Isao Harimoto 504  
7t. Sachio Kinugasa 504  
9.  Katsuo Osugi 486  
10. Tomoaki Kanemoto 476 

Career Batting Ave Leaders 

1. Norichika Aoki .326* 
2. Leron Lee .320  
3. Tsutomo Wakamatsu .31918  
4. Isao Harimoto .31915 
5. Boomer Wells .317 
6. Tetsuharu Kawakami .313  
7. Wally Yonamine .311 
8. Hiromitsu Ochiai .3108 
9. Michihiro Ogasawara .3104 
10. Leon Lee .308 

* = still active

Career Stolen Base Leaders 

1. Yutaka Fukumoto 1,065  
2. Yoshinori Hirose 596  
3. Isao Shibata 579 
4. Chusuke Kizuka 479  
5. Yoshihiko Takahashi 477  
6. Jiro Kanayama 456 
7. Daijiro Oishi 415 
8. Tokuji Iida 390  
9. Shosei Go 381 
10. Norihiro Akahoshi 381 
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JAPANESE PRO BASEBALL CAREER PITCHING LEADERS

Career Victory Leaders 

1. Masaichi Kaneda 400  
2. Tetsuya Yoneda 350  
3. Masaaki Koyama 320  
4. Keishi Suzuki 317  
5. Takehiko Bessho 310  
6. Victor Starffin 303 
7. Hisashi Yamada 284  
8. Kazuhisa Inao 276  
9. Takao Kajimoto 254  
10. Osamu Higashio 251  

Career ERA Leaders 

1. Hideo Fujimoto 1.90 
2. Jiro Noguchi 1.96 
3. Kazuhisa Inao 1.98 
4. Tadashi Wakabayashi 1.99  
5. Victor Starffin 2.08  
6. Minoru Murayama 2.09  
7. Takehiko Bessho 2.18  
8. Atushi Aramaki 2.23 
9. Shigeru Sugishita 2.23 
10. Masaichi Kaneda 2.34 

Career Strikeout Leaders 

1. Masaichi Kaneda 4,490  
2. Tetsuya Yoneda 3,388  
3. Masaaki Koyama 3,159  
4. Keishi Suzuki 3,061  
5. Yutaka Enatsu 2,987 
6. Takao Kajimoto 2,945 
7. Kimiyasu Kudo 2,859 
8. Kazuhisa Inao 2,574 
9. Daisuke Miura 2,481 
10. Choji Murata 2,363 

Career Save Leaders 

1. Hitoki Iwase 407 
2. Shingo Takatsu 286 
3. Kazuhiro Sasaki 252 
4. Kyuji Fujikawa 241* 
5. Dennis Sarfate 234 * 
6. Masahide Kobayashi 228 
7. Yutaka Enatsu 193 
8. Takahiro Mahara 182 
9. Marc Kroon 177  
10. Hisashi Takeda 167  

* = still active 
1964 Morinaga Top Star Masaichi Kaneda
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JAPAN BASEBALL HALL OF FAME MEMBERS (1959-2020) 

ABE, Isoo,  安部 磯雄 
AIDA, Choichi,  相田 暢一 
AKIYAMA, Koji,  秋山 幸二 
AKIYAMA, Noboru,  秋山 登 
AKUTA, Takeo,  芥田 武夫 
AMACHI, Shunichi,  天知 俊一 
AMANO, Teiyu,  天野 貞祐 
AOI, Yokio,  青井 鉞男 
AOTA, Noboru,  青田 昇 
ARAMAKI, Atsushi,  荒巻 淳 
ARIMA, Yoriyasu,  有馬 頼寧 
BESSHO, Takehiko,  別所 毅彦 
BETTO, Kaoru,  別当 薫 
CHIBA, Shigeru,  千葉 茂 
CHUMA, Kanoe,  中馬 庚 
DATE, Masao,  伊達 正男 
ENOMOTO, Kihachi,  榎本 喜八 
ETOH, Shin-ichi,  江藤 慎一 
FUJIMOTO, Sadayoshi,  藤本 定義 
FUJIMURA, Fumio,  藤村 富美男 
FUJITA, Motoshi,  藤田 元司 
FUJITA, Nobuo,  藤田 信男 
FUKUMOTO, Yutaka,  福本 豊 
FUKUSHIMA, Kazuo,  福嶋 一雄 
FUKUSHIMA, Shintaro,  福島 慎太郎 
FURUTA, Atsuya,  古田 敦也 
FURUTA, Masayuki,  古田 昌幸 
GO, Shosei,  呉 昌征 
GONDO, Hiroshi,  権藤 博 
GOSHI, Hiroshi,  郷司 裕 
HAMAZAKI, Shinji,  浜崎 真二 
HARA, Tatsunori,  原 辰徳 
HARIMOTO, Isao,  張本 勲 
HASEGAWA, Ryohei,  長谷川 良平 
HASHIDO, Shin,  橋戸 信 

HAYASHI, Kazuo,  林 和男 
HIGASHIO, Osamu,  東尾 修 
HIRAMATSU, Masaji,  平松 政次 
HIRANUMA, Ryozo,  平沼 亮三 
HIRAOKA, HiroshiI,  平岡  
HIROOKA, Tatsuro,  廣岡 達朗 
HIROOKA, Tomoo,  廣岡 知男 
HIROSE, Kenzo,  広瀬 謙三 
HIROSE, Yoshinori,  広瀬 叔功 
HORIUCHI, Tsuneo,  堀内 恒夫 
HOSAKA, Makoto,  保坂 誠 
HOSHINO, Senichi,  星野 仙一 
ICHIOKA, Tadao,  市岡 忠男 
IGUCHI, Shinjiro,  井口 新次郎 
IIDA, Tokuji,  飯田 徳治 
IKEDA, Tsuneo,  池田 恒雄 
IKEDA, Yutaka,  池田 豊 
IKUHARA, Akihiro,  生原 昭宏 
INAO, Kazuhisa,  稲尾 和久 
INOUE, Nobori,  井上 登 
ISHII, Renzo,  石井 連藏 
ISHII, Tokichiro,  石井 藤吉郎 
ISHIMOTO, Shuichi,  石本 秀一 
ITAMI, Yasuhiro,  伊丹 安広 
ITOH, Tsutomu,  伊東 勤 
IWAMOTO, Yoshiyuki,  岩本 義行
KADOTA, Hiromitsu,  門田 博光 
KAGEURA, Masaru,  景浦 将 
KAJIMOTO, Takao,  梶本 隆夫 
KANEDA, Masaichi,  金田 正一 
KANEMOTO, Tomoaki,  金本 知憲 
KARITA, Hisanori,  苅田 久徳 
KAWAKAMI, Tetsuharu,  川上 哲治 
KAWASHIMA, Hiromori,  川島 廣守 
KIMIJIMA, Ichiro,  君島 一郎 

KINUGASA, Sachio,  衣笠 祥雄 
KIRIHARA, Shinji,  桐原 眞二 
KITABEPPU, Manabu,  北別府 学 
KOBA, Takeshi,  古葉 竹識 
KOBAYASHI. Ichizo,  小林 一三 
KOIZUMI, Shinzo,  小泉 信三 
KONDO, Sadao,  近藤 貞雄 
KONISHI, Tokuro,  小西 得郎 
KONO, Atsushi,  河野 安通志 
KOSHIMOTO, Hisashi,  腰本 寿 
KOYAMA, Masaaki,  小山 正明 
KOZURU, Makoto,  小鶴 誠 
KUDO, Kimiyasu,  工藤 公康 
KUJI, Jiro,  久慈 次郎 
MAEDA, Yukichi,  前田 祐吉 
MAKINO, Naotaka,  牧野 直隆 
MAKINO, Shigeru,  牧野 茂 
MASAOKA, Shiki,  正岡 子規 
MATSUDA, Kohei,  松田 耕平 
MATSUI, Hideki,  松井 秀喜 
MATSUKATA, Masao,  松方 正雄
MATSUKI, Kenjiro,  松木 謙治郎 
MATSUMOTO, Takizo,  松本 瀧蔵 
MATSUNAGA, Reiichi,  松永 怜一 
MIHARA, Osamu,  三原 脩 
MINAGAWA, Mutsuo,  皆川 睦雄 
MIYAHARA, Kiyoshi,  宮原 清 
MIYAKE, Daisuke,  三宅 大輔 
MIYATAKE, Saburo,  宮武 三郎 
MIZUHARA, Shigeru,  水原 茂 
MIZUNO, Rihachi,  水野 利八 
MORI, Masaaki,  森 祇晶 
MORI, Shigeo,  森 茂雄 
MORIOKA, Jiro,  森岡 二朗 
MORIYAMA, Tsunetaro,  守山 恒太郎 
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MURAKAMI, Minoru,  村上 實 
MURATA, Choji,  村田 兆治 
MURAYAMA, Ryohei,  村山 龍平 
MURAYAMA, Minoru,  村山 実 
NAGASHIMA, Shigeo,  長嶋 茂雄 
NAGATA, Masaichi,  永田 雅一 
NAKAGAMI, Hideo,  中上 英雄 
NAKAGAWA, Miyoshi,  中河 美芳 
NAKAJIMA, Haruyasu,  中島 治康 
NAKANISHI, Futoshi,  中西 太 
NAKANO, Takeji,  中野 武二 
NAKAO, Hiroshi,  中尾 碩志 
NAKAZAWA, Fujio,  中澤 不二雄 
NAKAZAWA, Yoshio,  中澤 良夫 
NAOKI, Matsutaro,  直木 松太郎 
NEMOTO, Rikuo,  根本 陸夫 
NIDEGAWA, Nobuaki,  二出川 延明 
NISHIMOTO, Yukio,  西本 幸雄 
NISHIMURA, Yukio,  西村 幸生 
NISHIZAWA, Michio,  西沢 道夫 
NODA, Seizo,  野田 誠三 
NOGUCHI, Jiro,  野口 二郎 
NOMO, Hideo,  野茂 英雄 
NOMURA, Katsuya,  野村 克也 
O'DOUL, Frank,  フランク オドール 
OCHIAI,Hiromitsu,  落合 博満 
OGAWA, Shotaro,  小川 正太郎 
OH, Sadaharu,  王 貞治 
OHGI, Akira,  仰木 彬 
OHKOSO, Yoshinori,  大社 義規 
OHMOTO, Osamu,  大本 修 
OHNO, Yutaka,  大野 豊 
OHTA, Shigeru,  太田 茂 
OKADA, Genzaburo,  岡田 源三郎 
ONO, Michimaro,  小野 三千麿 

OSAFUNE, Kiro,  長船 騏郎 
OSHIKAWA, Kiyoshi,  押川 清 
OSHITA, Hiroshi,  大下 弘 
OSUGI, Katsuo,  大杉 勝男 
SAEKI, Isamu,  佐伯 勇 
SAEKI, Tatsuo,  佐伯 達夫 
SAITOH, Masaki,  斎藤 雅樹 
SAKURAI, Yaichiro,  桜井 彌一郎 
SANADA, Juzo,  真田 重藏 
SASAKI, Kazuhiro,  佐々木 主浩 
SAWAMURA, Eiji,  沢村 栄治 
SEKINE, Junzo,  関根 潤三 
SHIMA, Hidenosuke,  島 秀之助 
SHIMA, Seiichi,  嶋 清一 
SHIMADA, Zensuke,  島田 善介 
SHIMAOKA, Kichiro,  島岡 吉郎 
SHIMURA, Masayori,  志村 正順 
SHIRAISHI, Katsumi,  白石 勝巳 
SHORIKI, Matsutaro,  正力 松太郎 
SOTOKOBA, Yoshiro,  外木場 義郎 
STARFFIN, Victor,  ヴィクトル スタルヒン 
SUGISHITA, Shigeru,  杉下 茂 
SUGIURA, Tadashi,  杉浦 忠 
SUZUKA, Sakae,  鈴鹿 栄 
SUZUKI, Keishi,  鈴木 啓示 
SUZUKI, Mirei,  鈴木 美嶺 
SUZUKI, Ryuji,  鈴木 龍二 
SUZUKI, Sotaro,  鈴木 惣太郎 
TABE, Takeo,  田部 武雄 
TABUCHI, Koichi,  田淵 幸一 
TAKAGI, Morimichi,  高木 守道 
TAKEDA, Tsutomu,  武田 孟 
TAKI, Masao,  瀧 正男 
TAMIYA, Kenjiro,  田宮 謙次郎 
TAMURA, Komajiro,  田村 駒治郎 

TANABE, Munehide,  田辺 宗英 
TANAKA, Katsuo,  田中 勝雄 
TANIGUCHI, Goro,  谷口 五郎 
TATSUNAMI, Kazuyoshi,  立浪 和義　 
TOBITA, Chujun,  飛田 忠順 
TONOOKA, Mojuro,  外岡 茂十郎 
TOYODA, Yasumitsu,  豊田 泰光 
TSUBOUCHI, Michinori,  坪内 道則 
TSUDA, Tsunemi,  津田 恒実 
TSURUOKA, Kazuto,  鶴岡 一人 
TSUTSUI,Osamu,  筒井 修 
UCHIMURA, Yushi,  内村 祐之 
UEDA, Toshiharu,  上田 利治 
UTSUMI, Kohzo,  内海 弘蔵 
WAKABAYASHI, Tadashi,  若林 忠志 
WAKAMATSU, Tsutomu,  若松 勉 
WAKIMURA, Haruo,  脇村 春夫 
WILSON, Horace,  ホーレス ウィルソン 
YAMADA, Hisashi,  山田 久志 
YAMAMOTO, Eiichiro,  山本 英一郎 
YAMAMOTO, Koji,  山本 浩二 
YAMANAKA, Masatake,  山中 正竹 
YAMANOUCHI, IkuJi,  山内 以九士 
YAMASHITA, Minoru,  山下 実 
YAMAUCHI, Kazuhiro,  山内 一弘 
YOKOZAWA, Saburo,  横沢 三郎 
YONAMINE, Kaname,  与那嶺 要 
YONEDA, Tetsuya,  米田 哲也 
YOSHIDA, Masao,  吉田 正男 
YOSHIDA, Yoshio,  吉田 義男 
YOSHIHARA, Masaki,  吉原 正喜 
YOSHIKUNI, Ichiro,  吉國 一郎 
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JAPANESE BASEBALL CARD RESOURCES

Where to Buy Japanese Cards 

Robs Japanese Cards eBay Store 

My eBay store offering hundreds of different cards 

https://www.ebay.com/str/robsjapanesecards 

Prestige Collectibles eBay Store 

Offering a variety of Japanese cards & memorabilia 

https://www.ebay.com/str/prestigecollectiblesauction 

Prestige Collectibles Auctions 

Featuring semi-annual Japanese baseball memorabilia auctions 

https://prestigecollectiblesauction.com 

Websites featuring Japanese Cards 

Japanese Baseball Cards 

Blog focusing on both vintage & modern Japanese cards 

http://japanesebaseballcards.blogspot.com 

Old Cardboard - Japanese sets 

Site providing images and information on vintage Japanese sets 

http://www.oldcardboard.com/foreign/japan/japan-gallery.asp?
cardsetID=1595 

Getting Back into Baseball Cards … in Japan 

Blog focusing on vintage Japanese cards 

https://baseballcardsinjapan.blogspot.com 

This Card is Cool 

Blog focusing mostly on modern Japanese cards 

http://thiscardiscool.blogspot.com 

PSA: Collecting Japanese Baseball Cards 

Article on basics of Japanese baseball card collecting 

https://www.psacard.com/articles/articleview/9494/part-1-
collecting-japanese-baseball-cards-yen-vintage 

Useful Resources 

Gary Engel’s Japanese Baseball Card Checklist & Price Guide 

http://prestigecollectibles.com/vintageguide.aspx 

Japan Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum 

http://english.baseball-museum.or.jp/index.html 

Baseball Reference: Japanese Stats and History 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/register/npb-stats.shtml 
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ABOUT ROBERT FITTS A former archaeologist with a Ph.d. from Brown University, Rob 
Fitts left academics behind to follow his passion—Japanese 
Baseball. An award-winning author and speaker, his articles 
have appeared in numerous magazines and websites, 
including Nine, the Baseball Research Journal, the National 
Pastime, Sports Collectors Digest, and on MLB.com. 

He is the author of five books on Japanese baseball: Issei 
Baseball: The Story of the First Japanese American Ballplayers 
(University of Nebraska in 2020); Mashi: The Unfulfilled 
Baseball Dreams of Masanori Murakami, the First Japanese 
Major Leaguer (University of Nebraska Press, 2015); Banzai 
Babe Ruth (University of Nebraska Press, 2012); Wally 
Yonamine: The Man Who Changed Japanese Baseball 
(University of Nebraska Press, 2008); and Remembering 
Japanese Baseball: An Oral History of the Game (Southern 
Illinois University Press, 2005). 

Fitts is the founder of SABR’s Asian Baseball Committee and 
recipient of the society’s 2013 Seymour Medal for Best Baseball 
Book of 2012; the 2019 McFarland-SABR Baseball Research 
Award; the 2012 Doug Pappas Award for best oral research 
presentation at the Annual Convention; and the 2006 Sporting 
News- SABR Research Award. He has also been a finalist for the 
Casey Award and a silver medalist at the Independent 
Publisher Book Awards. 

A popular speaker on the history of Japanese baseball, Fitts has 
spoken at many venues including the Library of Congress, the 
Japan Embassy in Washington DC, the National Baseball Hall of 
Fame in Cooperstown, the Japan Society of New York, the Asia 
Society of New York, the Nine Baseball Conference, the Society 
of American Baseball Research Annual Convention, and the 
American Club, Tokyo. 

While living in Tokyo in 1993-94, Fitts began collecting 
Japanese Baseball cards. He is now recognized as one of the 
leading experts in the field and has created the ebusiness Robs 
Japanese Cards LLC. He regularly writes and speaks about the 
history of Japanese baseball cards.  In 2020 he was a finalist 
for SABR’s Jefferson Burdick Award for lifetime contributions to 
the baseball card hobby. 
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BOOKS ON JAPANESE BASEBALL HISTORY 

Issei Baseball: 
The Story of the First 
Japanese American 

Ballplayers

Mashi:  
The Unfulfilled Baseball 

Dreams of Masanori 
Murakami Japan’s First 

Major Leaguer

Banzai Babe Ruth: 
Baseball, Espionage & 
Assassination During 

the 1934 Tour of Japan 

Winner of the 2013 
Seymour Award 

Wally Yonamine: 
The Man Who Changed 

Japanese Baseball 

Remembering Japanese 
Baseball: 

An Oral History of the 
Game 

Winner of the Sporting 
News / SABR Baseball 

Research Award


